REVOLUTIONISE
YOUR WASH BAY

•
•
•
•

Save incredible time
cleaning vehicles and start
making the GazellePro
system work for you!

•
•
•
•
•

Speed up the Carwash Process
Reduce you labour by Min of 75%
Thousands of $$ to be saved
Prevent Fatigue, Higher Staff
Output
Get a return from your wash bay
No More Scratched Paintwork
Clean Areas Previously not
Achievable
Biodegradeable Systems
Save Water

THE STEPS it is this simple

Step 1.

Step 1.

The dirty Vehicle
The dirty Vehicle

Step 2.

Step 2

Spray the wheels
. with Swift Alloy XTR if required.
Spray the wheels with Swift Alloy XTR if required

Step 3.

Step 4.

Attach the foaming Lance and apply even coat of Swift Wash
Super over entire vehicle.
Attach the foaming Lance and apply even coat of swift
wash super over entire vehicle

Step 3.

Attach the Swift kit wash down Lance, and remove the foam
by thoroughly washing the vehicle surface from approx 10cm.
Attach
Swift
kit of
wash
downsoLance,
remove
the foam
(start
from the
bottom
the vehicle
as not toand
dilute
the foam.)
by thoroughly rinsing the vehicle surface from approx
10cm. (start from the bottom of the vehicle so as not to
dilute the foam.

Step 5.

Step 6.

The Car is now spotless, either dry down the vehicle with a
soft towel, or start the Swift Wax process. (step 6)

Attach the foaming Swift Wax Applicator & apply a Quick
coating of wax over the entire vehicle.

Gazellepro System

Step 4.

less product, less time, more savings

Swift Wash

THE SWIFT WASH
ADVANTAGE
The dirt attracted to vehicle paint work is
extremely damaging to the surface & in most
cases people continue to rub this abrasive filth all
over the surface by means of Brush or wash cloth
causing severe scratching , resulting in a horrible
dull surface that they were intending to clean.

Contact us today for more
information on 09 282 4422 or
email: admin@gazellepro.co.nz

GazellePro Swift Wash Super is a soft alkaline & highly concentrated
Cleaning agent designed to clean the exterior of all vehicles of any shape
or size. This product cleans while containing Molecules that provide a
water repellent shiny surface.
The unique Properties of Swift Wash Super allow you to speed up the car
wash process, swift wash super provides heavy foam, laid down on a DRY
surface, which allows its unique properties to soak into the surface that is
generally oily, greasy & encapsulating dust & grit, it then neutralizes the
grime and releases it from the vehicle surface with the aid of fine tuned
surfactants, the dirt is then held in solution while it is washed away.

Swift Wax

The car now spotless, either dry down the vehicle with a
soft towel, or start the Swift wax process (step 6)

Step 6.

Attach the foaming lance with the swift wax container,
give a quick coating of wax over the entire vehicle

Step 7.

For the ultimate shine you may apply Swift Wax, a silicon free Wax that
is applied to the now clean & wet surface. It is foamed on & rinsed off
providing a quick drying high gloss surface.

Attach the Swift kit wash
down lance, and do the
final rinse, this time from
the top down. Follow up
by drying with a soft cloth
/ towel.

Swift Alloy XTR
For heavily soiled wheels, it is acid free, and non corrosive, Swift Alloy eats
into brake dust releasing it from the surface, especially good for pollished
alloy rims.

Swift Protect XTR
Is a concentrated product for exterior Plastic and Rubber, and also engine
bays, Swift Protect XTR gives an exeptional, finish and is water Repellent.

The perfect cleaning
solution for any vehicle

Step 5.

Step 7.

Attach Swift kit wash down lance, and do the final rinse, this time from the top down. Follow up by drying
with a soft cloth / towel.

DOMESTIC & COMMERCIAL VEHICLES / HEAVY TRANSPORT / MACHINERY

Learn more about these revolutionary products on our
website and see for yourself the amazing results that
GazellePro can create!

www.gazellepro.co.nz 09 282 4422

